The Technical Services group at Wild Well provides world-class well control technical advisory and project management support to ongoing client operations working within the client’s office. The client-based personnel are involved daily in planning, engineering and operational support with a clear focus on well control for a wide range of operating environments, including exploration, deep water and HTHP. They also provide a direct conduit to Wild Well specialists who can assist in developing integrated solutions based on many years of well control, resolution and project management.

- Drilling
- Well Integrity
- Workover
- Field Abandonment

**Drilling:** Wild Well Control currently has Technical Services Advisors placed within the offices of several key operators, providing day-to-day well control support for their ongoing activity.

**Well Integrity:** Operator brownfields, as well as some greenfields, can present significant well integrity issues and are becoming a growing concern globally. A well integrity assessment can be conducted to identify well issues or gaps to existing programs or regulations.

**Workover:** The client may elect to expand the scope of work to include brownfield re-invigoration through a more involved workover program in conjunction with well integrity efforts.

**Field Abandonment:** The Technical Services group supports the client’s current contractor base as well as other resources to ensure that well control, well integrity and safety are at the forefront of all activity.